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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper rings are assumed to be commutative, associa- 
tive, with identity, and Noetherian of prime characteristic p. For the most 
part we will also assume that rings are reduced. 
In [HH0] Hochster and Huneke introduced the notion of tight closure 
for ideals of a Noetherian ring of positive prime characteristic and for 
finitely generated algebras over a field of characteristic 0. Tight closure 
techniques have produced new proofs that rings of invariants of linearly 
reductive groups are Cohen-Macaulay (cf. [HR, Bou, HOE]), of the 
Brian§on-Skoda theorem on integral closures of ideals in regular ings in 
a strengthened form in the equicharacteristic case (cf. [BrS, HH1, LS, LT]) 
and various local homological conjectures (cf. [Rol-Ro4, Hol, Ho2, EvG, 
Du]). 
In [HH5] Hochster and Huneke introduced the notion of strongly 
F-regular ings and in [HH2] they proved that for rings which are finitely 
generated algebras over excellent local rings, the set of prime ideals P of 
R for which Rp is Gorenstein and weakly F-regular (this is equivalent to 
the property of being strongly F-regular) is open in the Zariski topology. 
The main objective of this paper is to prove an analogous result for 
F-rational rings. We will prove (Theorem 3.5) that the F-rational locus is 
open in the Zariski topology for reduced rings which are finitely generated 
algebras over excellent local rings. In order to prove this, we will develop a
theory of strongly F-rational rings, which should be regarded as an 
analogue of the theory of strong F-regularity. In Section 1 we will give a 
characterization f this property for certain types of rings (see 1.5 for a 
definition of an admissible ring) in terms of their canonical modules. This 
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will allow us to prove the openness of the F-rational locus for admissible 
rings. In Section 2 we will use the "F  construction" introduced in [HH1] to 
extend this result to the general case. However, in order to carry out this 
program, we have to prove that F-rationality is preserved under smooth 
base change (Theorem 3.1). This is done in Section 3 and requires the use 
of general N6ron's desingularization. 
As a result of the theory of strong F-rationality we will obtain the 
following characterization of F-rationality: (Theorem 3.11) if R is a locally 
excellent ring of characteristic p, then R is F-rational if and only if for 
every module-finite xtension ring S, the inclusion R c S stays injective 
after tensoring with R/1 ,  where I = (x 1 . . . . .  x k) is an ideal generated by 
a system of parameters in R. (This result has also been proved in [Sm].) 
The proof of this result depends on the possibility of constructing test 
elements for parameter ideals in the following way (Theorem 3.9). If R is 
reduced and finitely generated as an algebra over an excellent local ring 
and c is an element in R not contained in any of the minimal primes of R 
such that R c is F-rational, then there exists a power of c which is a test 
element for strong parameter ideals in R (see definitions below). 
0. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
We will make the following notational conventions. We shall always use 
p to denote a positive prime integer. We shall use e for a variable element 
of N, the set of nonnegative integers, and q, q0, q', etc., for a variable 
element of the set {pe: e ~ ~}. Thus, "for all e" is synonymous with "for 
all e ~ ~"  while "for some q" is synonymous with "for some q of the 
form pe with e ~ N." 
If R is any commutative ring, R ° will denote the complement of the 
union of the set of minimal primes of R. 
Given a Noetherian ring of characteristic p, there is an endomorphism 
of R sending r ~ R to r p (the Frobenius endomorphism) which will be 
denoted by F. By F e we will denote the eth iteration of F. 
Let R be reduced. We will write R l/q for the ring obtained from R by 
adjoining all qth roots of elements of R. It is easy to see that the inclusion 
map R c R I/q is isomorphic to Fe: R ~ R, where q = pe. 
DEFINITION 0.1. Let I be any ideal of R. By I tq] we denote the ideal 
(iq: i ~ I). (One sees immediately that if x 1 . . . . .  x n are generators of I, 
then I tql is generated by x~ ~ . . . . .  x~.) 
We say x ~ I*,  the tight closure of R, if there exists c ~ R ° such that 
cx q E I [a] for all q sufficiently large. If I = I* ,  we say that I is tightly 
closed. 
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Now we recall the definition of a test element. 
DEFINITION 0.2. All element c ~ R ° is called a test element for tight 
closure tests for ideals of R, if for every ideal I of R, u ~ I* ~ cu q ~ I tql 
for all q > 0. If this is true only for ideals generated by parameters, c is 
called a parameter test element. (See [HH0, Sectiotl 6].) 
The element c is called a locally (respectively, completely) stable test 
element if its image in (respectively, in the completion of) every local ring 
of R is a test element. 
The next theorem guarantees the existence of completely stable test 
elements for reduced algebras of finite type over an excellent local ring. 
THEOREM 0.3. Let R be a reduced algebra of finite type over an excellent 
local ring (B, m). Let c be an element of R ° such that R c is regular. Then c 
has a power which is a completely stable test element for R. 
See [HH1, Theorem 6.1]. Next we summarize some basic properties of 
tight closure. 
THEOREM 0.4. The operation of  tight closure has the following basic 
properties: 
(1) I* is an ideal containing I. 
(2) I f  I c J, then I* c J*. 
(3) I f  R is reduced, then x ~ I* iff there exists c ~ R ° such that 
cx q ~ I tql for all q > 1. 
(4) I* = I**. 
(0)* = Rad(0). In particular, I contains the nilradical of  R for all (5) 
I cR .  
(6) 
(7) 
I f  R is regular, every ideal of  R is tightly closed. 
The tight closure of an ideal I is contained in its integral closure. 
For a proof of these properties ee [HH0, Section 4]. 
DEFINITION 0.5. A ring R is called weakly F-regular if every ideal is 
tightly closed. R is called F-regular if W-~R is weakly F-regular for every 
multiplicative system W in R (equivalently, if R e is weakly F-regular for 
every prime P of R). See [HH0, Remark 8.4]. 
It is an open question whether tight closure commutes with localization, 
or even if weakly F-regular implies F-regular. 
There is an a priori stronger notion called strong F-regularity. This 
notion is defined only for reduced Noetherian rings of positive prime 
characteristic, such that R 1/p is module-finite over R. If a ring satisfies 
this last property it is called F-finite. 
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DEFINITION 0.6. An F-finite ring R is called strongly F-regular if for 
each given c ~ R ° there exists q such that the R-linear inclusion R ---, R l/q 
which sends 1 to c 1/q splits as a map of R-modules, i.e., iff there is an 
R-linear retraction f:  R l /q  ~ R ,  sending c ~/q to 1. 
The following can be shown (see [HH5]). 
THEOREM 0.7. (1) Strong F-regularity passes to localizations. 
(2) Regular rings are strongly F-regular. 
(3) Strong F-regularity ~ F-regularity ~ weak regularity. These no- 
tions coincide for Gorenstein rings. 
The following notion will play a central role in our work. 
DEFINmON 0.8. A Noetherian ring of characteristic p is called F- 
rational if every ideal generated by parameters in R is tightly closed. By 
parameters in R we mean a sequence of elements x l, . . . ,  x k in R such 
that for each prime ideal P c R containing them, their images in R e form 
part of a system of parameters. If this condition holds modulo every 
minimal prime of R then we say x 1 . . . . .  x k form a sequence of strong 
parameters in R. 
Now we summarize the main properties of F-rational rings. (See [HH1, 
Theorem 4.2; AHH] for (5).) 
THEOREM 0.9. (1) F-rational rings are normal. 
(2) An F-rational ring which is a homomorphic image of a 
Cohen-Macaulay (C-M) ring is C-M. 
(3) A local ring which is a homomorphic image of a C-M ring is 
F-rational iff it is equidimensional nd the ideal generated by one system of 
parameters i tightly closed. 
(4) A homomorphic mage of a C-M ring is F-rational iff its localization 
at every maximal ideal is F-rational. 
(5) I f  R is an excellent local ring and I is an Meal generated by 
parameters of R then I 'U - IR  = ( IU-1R)* for any multiplicative system U 
of R. 
We will need the following result. 
PROPOSmON 0.10. A locally excellent F-rational ring is C-M. 
Proof. By Theorem 0.9(5) we can localize R at a maximal ideal and 
assume (R, m) is local, excellent, and F-rational. By part (1) R is a normal 
domain and, since R is excellent, we also have that its completion /~ is 
normal. Now, /~ is the homomorphic image of a C-M ring (in fact, of a 
regular ring). Thus, by part (3), in order to show that /~ is F-rational, it 
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suffices to show that one system of parameters i tightly closed in R; in 
particular, we can take parameters that come from R. If we assume to the 
contrary that (I/~)* is strictly larger than I/~, where I = (x I . . . . .  x,,) is an 
ideal generated by parameters in R, then it would be possible to choose a 
nonzero element u ~ (I/~)* and in the socle of /~/I/~, but this coincides 
with the socle of R/ I ;  hence we may assume u ~ R. Now let c be a 
completely stable test element for R (the existence of c is guaranteed by 
Theorem 0.3). We have u ~ (ITS)* ~ cu q ~ (/]~)[q] for large q, but since 
/~ is faithfully flat over R, we must have cu q ~ ][q] hence u ~ I, a 
contradiction. By part (2) applied to /~ we conclude that R is C-M. II 
1. STRONG F-RATIONALITY 
Setup 1.1. Throughout this section R will denote a Noetherian re- 
duced ring of prime characteristic p. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let d ~ R ° and q be given. By ~d,q: R ~ R l/q we 
will denote the R-linear inclusion sending 1 ~ d l/q. We will say this map 
is quasi-split if it stays injective after tensoring with ®n R / I ,  for any ideal 
I of R generated by parameters. We will denote the induced map by ~a,q, 
omitting I from the notation. 
We will say R is strongly F-rational if for each given d ~ R ° there exists 
qo such that ~bd, q is quasi-split for all q >_ q0. 
Our first objective is to prove that under mild conditions this notion 
coincides with F-rationality in the local case. First we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let ( R, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay (C-M) F-rational 
ring of  dimension n (e.g., if R is F-rational and a homomorphic image of  a 
C-M ring or excellent). Given d ~ R ° and a system of parameters in R, 
x 1 . . . .  , xn, there exists qo for all q > q0: 
(1) ~d,q: R / I t  ~ R l /q / I t  R l /q  is injective for all t > 1, where I t 
denotes the ideal of  R generated by xtl . . . . .  xtn. 
(2) ~d.q: H,,?,(R) ~ H~(R l /q) is injective, where this is the map in- 
duced by qS d, q on the local cohomology modules. 
(3) The inclusion ~bd.q: R ~ R l /q is quasi-split; hence R is strongly 
F-rational. 
Proof. For each pair t and q define Jt,q = {u ~ R: du q ~ IttqJ}. Clearly, 
Jt,q is an ideal of R containing I t. Moreover, for fixed t and q' > q, we 
have Jt, q' c Jr, q, because if du q' ~ I~ q'l with q' = qq", then 
( du q ) q"E (I~q]) [q']. 
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but, since R is F-rational, parameter ideals are contracted from Frobe- 
nius, so that du q E ]~q] and u ~ Jr,q" We claim there exists q0 such that 
for all q > q0 and all t > 1, .It, q = I,. Since R/ I  is local Artinian the 
decreasing sequence of ideals Jl,q stabilizes after some q0. Hence u ~ Jl.q 
for all q >q0~u ~I*_ Iand ,  l= J l ,  q =Jl,qo. 
Now we claim that for the same q0 we also have I t = J,.q for all t > 1 
simultaneously. To see this, let {vl . . . . .  t2,,} be generators of the socle of 
R/ I .  Then {x'- lvi:  i=  1 , . . . , r}  are generators of the socle of R/ I  t , 
where x denotes the product X l . . .  x, .  Fix t and assume on the contrary 
that I t sL Jt,q. Then we could choose an element of the form xt - tv  ~ Jt,q 
with ~ s~ 0 in the socle of R/ I .  Thus, dxU-l~qu q ~ It, q]. Since R is C-M, 
we must have dv q ~ l [q]. This shows that v ~ J~,q = I, contradicting the 
fact that F :# 0. The fact that I, = Jt,q =~ ~d,q: R/ I t  ~ RI /q / I t  RI/q is 
injective for all q > q0 and all t > 1. This proves (1). 
Now, fix q > q0 with q0 as above and consider the commutative 
diagram 
R/  I ~"'", RI /q /  [R I/q 
R/  I2 ~'~'"> R l /q /  i2Rt/q 
xi ix 
R/1 ,  ~""~, R l /q /  l ,R l/q 
where the horizontal maps are injections induced by ~)d,q, and the vertical 
maps are defined by multiplication by x = x l . . .  x,.  Each column in this 
diagram is a direct limit system, whose direct limit is precisely the nth 
local cohomology, with support in m, of R and R ~/a, respectively. The 
induced map on the direct limits 
~Pd, q: H~(R)  ~ H~( R '/q) 
should be injective, since by part (1) each horizontal map is so, and R 
being C-M implies that multiplication by x is also injective. This proves (2). 
Now let I '  be any ideal generated by a full system of parameters of R. 
In the diagram above, we can compute the local cohomology using a direct 
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limit of powers of I '  instead, and, we can replace I by I'. By part (2) this 
direct limit is injective, and since R is C-M all vertical maps are inclusions. 
This forces each horizontal map to be injective, so in particular the top 
map is injective. Now, if I "=  (Yl . . . . .  Yk) is generated by any set of 
parameters, we can always add parameters Yk+ ~ . . . .  , Yn to complete a full 
system of parameters for R. For each integer N > 0 define I u = 
N N (Y l , . . . ,  Yk, Yk+l . . . .  , y,, ), and fix any q > q0. We claim that ~ba.~ stays 
injective after tensoring with ®n R/ I " .  Suppose that du q E I "Iql. Then, we 
also have du q ~ I~/], which implies that u ~ I N for all N > 0. But the 
intersection of all the I u is precisely I"; hence u ~ I". This shows that 
each 4'a.q is quasi-split and concludes the proof of part (3). II 
PROPOSITION 1.4. I f  R is a strongly F-rational ring, then R is F-rational. 
Com'ersely , assume that ( R, m)  is a local ring which is either a homomor-  
phic image of  a C-M ring or excellent. I f  R is F-rational, then R is strongly 
F-rational. 
Proof. Assume that R is strongly F-rational and let I = (x~ . . . . .  x k) 
be an ideal generated by parameters in R. If u ~ I* then we have 
du q E I [q] for some d ~ R ° and a sufficiently large q. Since we are 
assuming that R is strongly F-rational we can choose q0 such that for 
q > qo 
~a.e: R /  I ~ RI /q /  IR l /q 
is injective. Thus, for q sufficiently large, d l /qu  ~ IRI /q;  hence u 
Ker ~ba, q = (0) which implies that u ~ I. This shows that R is F-rational. 
Assume that R is F-rational. By Theorems 0.9 and Proposition 0.10 R is 
C-M; hence by part (3) of the previous lemma R is strongly F-rational. II 
Now we want to characterize strong F-rationality for F-finite rings which 
possess a canonical module. Recall that a ring R is called F-finite if R I/p 
is module-finite over R. 
DEFINITION 1.5. We will call R admissible if: 
(1) R is Noetherian, reduced, and of characteristic p v~ 0. 
(2) R is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring of finite Krull 
dimension. 
(3) R is F-finite; hence R c R l /q is also module-finite for all q >_ 1. 
This condition implies that R is excellent. 
Remark.  If R is admissible, then S-~R is also admissible for any 
multiplicative system S. Conditions (1) and (2) are clearly satisfied. Condi- 
tion (3) also passes to localization since we can identify S- IR  I/p with 
(S -~R)  ~/~' in a natural way by identifying r~/P/  s t/p with s ~p- ~)/Prl /P/  s. 
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Condition (1) also passes to completions, because R, being excellent, is 
locally unramified; i.e., (Re)  ^  is reduced for each prime P ~ R. Let us 
denote (Rp) by R, and PRp by m. Since R ~/p is module-finite over R we 
have R ®R R1/P =- ( Rl/p)'h" Lemma 1.7 below shows that (R1/P) a~ --- 
(/~)~/p. 
Under mild conditions it is possible to construct canonical modules for 
admissible rings. For instance, if R = S/ I ,  where S is a Gorenstein ring 
of finite Krull dimension and all the minimal primes of I have the same 
height, then Ext,(R, S), where h = dim S - dim R, is a canonical module 
for R. In particular, this holds if, for instance, R is a C-M ring. 
Recall that the existence of a global canonical module is unique only up 
to tensoring with rank-1 projectives and becomes unique after localizing at 
any prime ideal. 
Finally we want to observe that if R is an admissible ring with canonical 
module ~ then for each prime ideal P of R the completion of .O e at PR e 
is a canonical module for (Re)  ^  . 
Our next objective is the following characterization f strong F-rational- 
ity. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Assume that R is a C-M admissible ring. Then R is 
strongly F-rational if and only if for each d ~ R °, there exists qo such that 
the map 
4Jd, " Homn( Rl /q,  O) --+ HomR(R, g2) 
is surjective for all q >_ qo. Here, * Ckd, q is the map induced by ~d,q: Rdl /q  
R1/q. 
Note that the issue of whether * 4~d,q is surjective does not depend on 
which canonical module we choose for R, since this issue is local and, after 
localizing at any prime g2, becomes unique. Before proving Proposition 1.6 
we need two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let (R, m) be a local reduced ring of characteristic p 4= 0 
and such that R is also reduced. Then if (RI /q) ^  denotes the completion of 
R 1/q at the maximal ideal m 1/q, we have 
( I~)  ' lq  ~___ (R l lq )  ^ " 
Proof. As we can readily see, the inclusion R c R 1/q is isomorphic 
with the eth power of Frobenius q~,q: R ---> eR. As usual, eR denotes R 
viewed as an R-module via .~,q. Since the operation e( ) commutes with 
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inverse limits (as may be easily seen) we have 
(eR) rh  = lirn (eR) /  mt(eR) = lin'l (eR)// mtq -~e ( l imR/ m tq) 
l ! I 
On the other hand, 
I 
since m ` # and m t are cofinal, we obtain 
(eR)rh -~e ( t~) • I 
LEMMA 1.8. Let (R, m, K)  be an admissible C-M local ring of  Krull 
dimension n. Let I = (x 1 . . . . .  x n) be an ideal generated by a system of 
parameters in R and I t = (xtl . . . . .  x~) the ideal generated by the tth powers 
of  x l . . . . .  x,,. Let 0 denote the canonical module for R. Fix d ~ R ° and 
q > 1. The following are equivalent: 
(1) ~a,q: R / I t  ~ R I /q /  It R1/q is injective for all t > 1. 
(2) q~d,q: nnm (R)  ~ nn(R l /q )  is injective. 
(3) * • ¢ba, q. HomR(R l/q, S2) ~ HomR(R, g-2) is surjective. 
Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) was already observed in 
the proof of Lemma 1.3 and was a consequence of the fact that ~Oa, q, being 
the direct limit of the maps 
~a,q: R /  I, ~ R / I t  R I /q ,  t > 1, 
is injective if and only if each ~ba, q is injective. Hence it suffices to prove 
that (2) and (3) are equivalent. We claim that it is enough to prove this 
when R is a complete ring. This is because, on the one hand, the local 
cohomology does not change if we replace R with /~ and, on the other 
hand, ~b~,q^iS surjective if and only if it is surjective after we tensor with /~ 
(because R is faithfully fiat over R). Now, R l/q is module-finite over R 
and, by the previous lemma, (/~)l/q ~ (R1/q)^.  Thus we have 
and 
I~ ®R Homg(  R l /q ,  g2) = H°m,~(/~l/q, g2') 
t~ O R HomR(  R ,O ) = Homh(k ,O ' ) ,  
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where £2' denotes the canonical module of /~ (note that S2' ---/~ O R O). 
Hence we may replace R by its completion. 
Now, for any R-module M its highest local cohomology module H,'~,(M) 
can be computed as M O R H~I,(R). Assuming (2) we obtain that 
~0d.,t: H;;,(R) -* R '/q O R H;',(R) 
is injective. Dualizing with Hom R( ,E) ,  where E = E(K)  denotes the 
injective hull of the residue field of R, we obtain that 
ebd.q.* "HOmR(R ' /qO R H,,,(" R ) ,E )  ~HomR(R O R H~, (R) ,E )  
is surjective. Using the adjointness of HomR( , ) and O R we get that 
4'*d,,t.'HomR(R'/q, HomR(H;~,(R) , E )~ HomR(R , Horn R(H~( R ) , E) )  
is surjective. Since we are in the complete case, the Matlis double dual of 
/2 is isomorphic to .(2 --- HomR(H~,(R) , E) from which (3) follows. 
Conversely, assume (3). By just reversing the argument we get that ~b~,q 
surjective implies ~Od,,t injective, by taking double duals and using Matlis 
duality again. II 
Now we return to the proof of Proposition 1.6. 
Proof of 1.6. Assume that R is strongly F-rational. Given d ~ R ° we 
can choose q0 such that ~bd, q is quasi-split for all q > qo. Now, for a fixed 
q, the question of whether * &d,q is surjective can be tested locally at the 
maximal ideals of R. After localizing at any maximal ideal m we can still 
assume the induced map (t~d,q)m: R,n ~ R~/q is quasi-split. (Here we can 
identify (Rl/q),n with (R,,)l/q.) The previous lemma applied to R m tells 
us that (~b~,q) m is surjective. 
Conversely, given d ~ R °, choose q0 such that * thd, q is surjective for all 
q > q0. Fix I, an ideal generated by parameters x~ . . . . .  x k in R, and let P 
be any minimal prime of I. After localizing at P, each map (q~,q)p stays 
surjective. Replacing R by Rp inside HomR( , ) and applying Lemma 1.8 
to Rp, we conclude that 
(~d.q)p: Rp/ I ~ -,P°t/q//---Pr°'/q 
is injective for all the minimal primes P of I. We claim this implies that 
~d,q: R /  I ~ Rl /q/  IR l/q 
is also injective, thus proving that ~bd. q is quasi-split for all q ~ q0. II 
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m 
Proof of claim. The point is that if J = Ker 4,d ,q ,  then Jp = 0 for all 
minimal primes fi of R~ I. Since R is C-M, the elements x~ . . . . .  x k form 
a regular sequence; hence, R~ I is also C-M. Thus, the associated primes 
of (0) are exactly the images of the minimal primes of I in R/ I .  If 
AnnR/ / ( J )  4: R, being an ideal consisting of zero divisors, it must be 
included in some P, a minimal prime of R~ I. But this would imply that 
Jp ~ 0, a contradiction. II 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let R be admissible. I f  R is strongly F-rational and 
Gorenstein, then R is strongly F-regular. 
Proof This follows immediately from the fact that R itself can be 
taken as a canonical module for R; hence * 4,d, q surjective implies that 4,d,q 
splits over R. II 
Remark 1.10. The proof above combined with the existence of test 
elements (Theorem 0.3) yields the following result (notation as above). Let 
R be an admissible C-M ring and assume that 
4,~,q: Homn( Rl/q,g-2) ~ HomR(R,~ ) 
is surjective for one single value q = qo and a fixed locally stable test 
element d ~ R °. Then R is F-rational. 
Proof By Theorem 0.9, F-rationality can be tested locally. After local- 
izing at any maximal ideal of R, we still have that 4,* is surjective, so we d, q0 
may assume that R is local. By Lemma 1.8, the inclusion 4,d.q,,: R ~ R 1/q'' 
is quasi-split. Now, if u ~ I*,  then du q ~ I [q] for all q, in particular for 
q = q0. Taking q0-roots, we obtain 
dl /qou E IR l /qo ~ u E Ker ~a.q,, ~ u ~ I. 
Thus, R is F-rational. II 
Now we can prove one of our main results. 
THEOREM 1.11. Let R be an admissible ring. Then the F-rational locus 
UF( R ) (or equivalently, the strongly F-rational locus) is open in the Zariski 
topology. 
Proof. Fix d ~ R °, a locally stable test element for R, and assume that 
P ~ U(F), i.e., R e is F-rational (hence, strongly F-rational by Proposition 
1.4). Now, R e F-rational and excellent implies that it is also C-M. Since R 
is a homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring its C-M locus is open and, 
hence, we can find a neighborhood D(f )  of P such that Rf  is C-M. Let /2  
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denote a canonical module for Rf. By Proposition 1.6 we can choose q0 
such that for all q > q0 the map 
, . I o l /q  12) ~ HomRr(Rf ,g2) 05d,q" Horn Rr!,~[ , 
induced by 05d.q: Rf  dt/d c RIf/q becomes urjective after localizing at P. 
By passing to a smaller neighborhood U we may assume that for q = 
q ,  05* becomes urjective after localizing at any Q ~ U. By the previous 0 d,q 
remark this suffices to guarantee that RQ is F-rational. | 
Now we want to give a global version of Proposition 1.4. 
THEOREM 1.12. Assume that R is admissible. Then R is strongly F- 
rational if and only if R is F-rational. 
Proof. If we assume R is strongly F-rational, the same proof as in 
Proposition 1.4 shows that R is F-rational. 
Conversely, assume that R is F-rational, hence C-M, by Proposition 
0.10. As we just saw, for each maximal ideal m of R, there exists q(m) 
and a neighborhood U,, of m in the Zariski topology such that the map 
05~,q(,.) becomes surjective after localizing at any prime P of U.,. By 
Lemma 1.8 applied to R e we deduce that each inclusion 
(6~.q~,.))p: Rp -* RV q'm) (#) 
stays injective after tensoring with ®R R/ I ,  for each ideal I of Rp 
generated by a system of parameters in Rp. We claim this is also true for 
all q > q(m). This is because if du q ~ I[qlRp, then writing q as q = 
q'q(m), we obtain 
d(uq') a°') ~ ( I[q'l)tq°')]Rp 
and u q' ~ I[q'lRp by the injectivity of (#). Since we are assuming that R is 
F-rational, all parameter ideals are contracted from Frobenius, and this 
forces u ~ IRp. This proves the claim. Now, since X = Spec R is quasi- 
compact, we can choose finitely many U,, covering X. Define q0 to be the 
maximum of the q(m)'s, such that the U m, corresponding to m, is an 
element of this covering. Then, it is clear that for any q > q0, and any 
prime P ~ X, the inclusion 
(05d, q)p: Rp ~ R1p/q 
is quasi-split. Let I be any ideal generated by parameters in R and P any 
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minimal prime of R. We have that 
Rp/I RV /mV  
is injective. By the same argument given at the end of the proof of 
Proposition 1.6 we deduce that 
~a,q: R /  I ~ R l /q /  IRl . /q 
is injective. This shows that 4~d,q is quasi-split for all q >_ q0. II 
The next theorem gives a way of constructing test elements for parame- 
ter ideals of R. We will make use of this theorem in proving that 
F-rationality is preserved after making a smooth base change. 
THEOREM 1.13. Let  R be an admissible ring. I f  c is any element o f  R ° 
fo r  which R c is F-rat ional,  then there exists a f ixed power  o f  c which is a test 
e lement fo r  ideals generated by strong parameters  in R.  
Proof. First, we want to reduce to the case, where R is a domain. Let 
PI . . . . .  P, denote the minimal primes of R. One can easily verify that each 
R i =R/P  i is also an admissible ring. Since R c is F-rational, it is also 
normal, hence a product of domains where each factor is isomorphic to 
one of the rings (R i )  c. Suppose one knows that for each R i there is a 
power of c, c N', which is a test element for parameter ideals in R i. By 
taking N to be the largest of the N,'s we obtain a power of c which works 
for all the rings Ri 's  simultaneously. Using Lemma 2.10 of [AHH] we 
obtain that c N is also a test element for strong parameters in R. Thus, we 
may assume that R is a domain. In this case, as noted above, one can 
construct a canonical module ~ for R. 
Fix d a test element for R. By the previous theorem Rc is strongly 
F-rational, and so we can find q0 such that the map ~b~.q0, induced by 
Cd, q,,, becomes urjective after localizing at c. Let M denote the cokernel 
of ¢* Since M is finitely generated, and M~ = 0, we can choose a d,q O" 
positive integer a such that c~M = 0. Now, let I = (x  l . . . . .  x r) be any 
ideal generated by parameters in R. Since R has finite Krull dimension we 
can choose parameters Zr÷ l . . . . .  z,, such that the ideal generated by 
x~ . . . . .  x r, Zr+ ~ . . . . .  Z n is contained in only a finite number of maximal 
ideals of R. Fix a positive integer t, and define new parameters Xr+ l = 
z~+t ~, . . . ,  xn = z~t . . . .  Le t  I t denote the ideal generated by x~, , x ,  in R. 
Choose Q any minimal prime over I t. After localizing at Q we obtain the 
exact sequence 
* [n l /q  0 
( qbd, qo)e: HOmRe (aQ , aQ)  ~ nomne (go ,  aO)  --* MQ ~ O. 
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Switching notation let R = RQ, MQ = M, ~"~Q = ~'], and m = QRQ. Dual- 
izing this exact sequence with v= Homn ( , E), where E denotes the 
injective hull of the residue field of R, we obtain 
0 ~ M v~ HomR(R ' o )v  --, HOmR(Rl /qo ' O)v  
is exact. Now, by local duality (see [GrH]) we can identify 
HOmR(R1/qo,.O) v and HomR(R,O)  v with H~,(R l/q,,) and H~,(R), re- 
spectively. Since c ~ kills M it must kill M v = Ker a, where 
a: H~(R)  ~ H,~.(R ' /q ' )  
is the map induced by the inclusion 4) d q(. Now, if u ~ I* is given, for any 
q we have du q'q ~ i~q:l; hence, d /qouq ~ IJqlR ~/q'. If Yi denotes the 
element x ff and [~q] is the image of ~q under the inclusion 
R~ ( Yl . . . . .  y . )  ~ H,~( R)  = l imR/ (y t  1 . . . .  , y~) 
-=) 
t 
(sending T ° ~ [Kq]) then, a[Ft q] = 0; hence [~q] ~ Ker a ~ c~[~ q] = O. 
Thus, there is a positive integer k such that (Yl''" Yn )kcauq E 
(ylk+l . k + I x n  , . . . ,  Yn j~x. By the results on colon killers of [HH6, see Lemma 
12.9] there exist a power of c,c b, such that cOc'~u q ~ (y~, . . . ,  y,,)R. 
Switching back notation, since R = RQ, we must have cb+auq ~ l[tq]Ra for 
all Q. But this says that J = (i~ql :R ca+buq) is not contained in any of the 
minimal primes of I t. But the set of minimal primes of I, and I~ ql coincide 
and is equal to the set of its associated primes, since by construction I, is 
contained in prime ideals which are all maximal; thus, cNu q ~ I~ al, where 
N = a + b. Since this is true for arbitrarily large t we must have that 
c,Vuq ~ itql and, hence, c N is a test element in R. | 
Our next objective is to prove that F-rationality can be preserved under 
a smooth base change. After doing this, we will generalize Theorems 
1.11-1.13 to the case where R is a reduced finitely generated algebra over 
an excellent local ring B. In order to do this we will use a technique 
develop in [HH1, Section 6]. The idea is to make a faithfully fiat extension 
R ~ R r, where the ring R r is admissible. This ring will be obtained from 
R by adjoining enough qth roots to a coefficient field of the completion of 
B. This process can be done in such a way so that by taking F "small 
enough" we will be able to preserve certain nice properties of R. Using 
the results of Section 1 we will prove our theorems for R r and then we 
will pull them back to theorems for R. 
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2. THE GAMMA CONSTRUCTION 
Discussion and Notation 2.1. Let (B, m, K)  be a complete local ring. 
Let K be a fixed coefficient field for B. Given any extension field L of K 
we denote by L[[B]] the completion of L ®K B at the maximal ideal 
m(L ®K B). (Note that this construction depends on the choice of the 
coefficient field K.) It can be seen that if K c L' c L is an intermediate 
field, then there are natural inclusions B c L'[[B]] c L[[B]]. (See [HH1, 
Discussion 6.3].) 
Now, let A denote a p-base for K, i.e., fi family of elements in K such 
that there exists a basis for separable closure of K consisting of all 
monomials A'~ ~ . . . . .  A~ s in distinct elements A l . . . . .  A, of A, with each 
exponent a nonnegative fraction, less than 1, whose denominator is a 
power of p. Let F be a cofinite subset of A, i.e., A - F is a finite set. 
Associated to F, there is a tower of fields containing K defined by 
Ke r = K[A~/P": A ~ F], e > 1. One defines B r to be the direct limit of the 
rings Kff[[B]]. Since this ring is the direct limit of Noetherian local rings 
and faithfully flat maps where each maximal ideal expands to a maximal 
ideal of its target, this union is a Noetherian local ring, faithfully flat over 
B, whose residue field is K r = U eK~ c, and whose completion is L[[B]]. 
Moreover, it is also clear from this construction that B r is purely 
inseparable over B; i.e., each element has a qth power in B for some q. 
If R is a finitely generated algebra over B, for each F cofinite in A, we 
define R r to be the ring Br®B R. By base change we also have a 
faithfully flat, purely inseparable xtension R ~ R r, and, clearly, R e is 
finitely generated over B e . 
Next we want to summarize the main properties of this construction 
[HH1, Discussion 6.11]: 
(0) f) r Kc  = K,  where the intersection is taken over all F 's  cofinite 
in A. 
(1) R ~ R e is a faithfully flat map, purely inseparable over R, with 
Gorenstein fibers. Moreover, for each ideal I of R we have (R / I )  r=  
Rr  / IR r. 
(2) R r is F-finite; i.e., R r is module-finite over (Rr )  p. 
(3) If R is reduced, there is a choice of F 0 cofinite in A such that R r 
is also reduced for all F __c_ F 0. 
(4) If P is a prime ideal of R, there exists Fo, such that Q = PR r is 
prime for all F _ F 0. 
(5) Given two cofinite sets F '  c_ F, there exists a natural map R r' ---, 
R r which is faithfully flat and purely inseparable. 
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Remark.  From these properties we see that if R is admissible we can 
always choose F 0 such that for all F ___ F 0, the ring R r is admissible. 
Choose F 0 small enough to make R r reduced for F G F0. It is clearly the 
homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring (actually of a regular ring) of 
finite Krull dimension. By (2) above, it is F-finite. Note also that in the 
case where R is C-M then so is R r, since the map R ~ R r has Goren- 
stein fibers. 
In the general case, where (B, m, K) is not necessarily complete, R r is 
defined to be (/~)r ® B R, where /3 denotes the completion of B at its 
maximal ideal. 
We will also need the following results [HH1, Lemma 6.14, Theorem 
6.16, and Discussion 6.15]: 
(6) Suppose that R ~ S is faithfully fiat and if I = (x  l . . . . .  x k) is an 
ideal generated by parameters in R. If IS is tightly closed in S, then I is 
tightly closed in R. Also, if c ~ R is a parameter test element in S, then c 
is also a parameter test element in R. The proof of this fact is exactly the 
same as the proof of [HH1, Lemma 6.14, part (b)] replacing the phrase 
"test element" there, by the phrase "parameter test element." 
(7) Let R~S be a fiat homomorphism (hence, R °GS o ) with S 
purely inseparable over R. Let us also assume that parameter ideals in S 
are closed under Frobenius; i.e., for each u ~ S and parameters y~ . . . . .  
Yn ~ S, u p ~ (Yl  . . . . .  y,)tpl implies that u ~ (Yl  . . . .  , y,) .  Then, if R is 
F-rational, S is also F-rational. 
When S is local, equidimensional, nd a homomorphic image of a C-M 
ring, F-rationality for S can be tested by testing that any one ideal of S, 
generated by a system of parameters, is tightly closed (Theorem 0.9, (3)). 
This fact combined with (7) gives 
(7)' Assume that R ~ S is a flat local homomorphism of local rings. 
Assume also that S is an equidimensional ring which is a homomorphic 
image of a C-M ring and R is F-rational. Then in order to prove that S is 
F-rational it suffices to check that the expansion to S of one ideal 
generated by a system of parameters in R is contracted under Frobenius 
in S. 
(8) Since R r is purely inseparable over R, for each prime ideal P of 
R, there is a unique prime ideal in S lying over it, namely, Rad PS. 
Moreover, every prime in S arises in this way. This gives a homeomor- 
phism of Spec R r with Spec R. 
Our first step is the following. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let  (B, m, K)  be a complete local ring with coefficient 
field K,  and let R be a reduced finitely generated algebra over B, o f  
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characteristic p ~ O. I f  R is F-rational there exists F o cofinite in A such that 
for all F c_ Fo, R r is also F-rational. 
Proof First we recall the following fact from [HH1, Proposition 7.9]. 
Let (R, m, K) ~ (S, n, L) be a flat local homomorphism of local rings 
such that the maximal ideal of R expands to the maximal ideal of S; i.e., 
n = mS. Let I be any ideal generated by a system of parameters in R. If 
V = Socle(R/I)  denotes the socle of R~ I (the set of all elements in R~ I 
that annihilate the maximal ideal) we have 
Socle( S /  I )  = ( IS  :s mS) / ' IS  -- ( I :R m)S /  IS 
by flatness. Thus, 
( I :m)S /  IS = S ®R( I :g m) /  I = S ®r V= L ®r V. 
This says that the socle of S/ I  is obtained by tensoring the socle of R/ I  
with the residue field of S. 
The following lemma constitutes the core of the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a finitely generated algebra over a complete local 
ring of characteristic p ~ 0 and let P be a prime ideal of R. By (3) and (4) 
above we can choose F o cofinite in A such that for all F c F o the ring R r is 
reduced and Qr = pRr  is prime in R r. IF R e is F-rational, then S r = 
(Rr)Qr is also F-rational for some choice of F c F o. 
Proof R e being F-rational and excellent implies that Rp is C-M, and, 
since Rp ---, S r is flat with 0-dimensional fibers, we get that S r is also 
C-M. By (7)' above, in order to show that S r is F-rational, it suffices to 
show that one system of parameters i  contracted under Frobenius in S r. 
Thus, it is enough to show that IS r is tightly closed, where I is any ideal 
generated by a system of parameters in R e. Now, let us denote Rp by R, 
and let /3 and /3r denote the maps R/ I  ~ R I /q / IR  l/q and sr / IS  r 
(S r ) l /o / I (S r )  I/p obtained from the inclusions R c R 1/q and sr  c 
( s t )  ~/p after tensoring with R/ I .  We have a commutative diagram 
R1/p/ IR1/q , ( s r ) l /v /  I (S r ) l /p  
sT T,r 
R~ I , ( s r ) /  l (Sr) ,  
where the map on top is the natural map induced by R~ 1 ~ s r / I  by 
taking pth roots. Note that since R ~ S r is faithfully flat, the horizontal 
maps in the diagram above should be injective. Let us define W r as 
W r = V r ['~ Ker/3 r, 
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where V r denotes the socle of s r / I  (by the observation above, if V 
denotes the socle of R/ l ,  then V r = Kr®K V).  We claim that when 
F '  c F, we have W r, c W r. We know by (5) that there is a faithfully flat, 
purely inseparable map, s t ' - - *  S r. This map induces a diagram with 
injective horizontal maps 
(SF ' ) I /P /  I (S r ' ) I /P  , (S r ) l /p /  l (S r ) l /p  
( s r ' ) /  I (S  r') , ( s r ) /  I (S  r)  
From this diagram we see that Ker/3 r , cKer /3  r and V r ,cV  r, thus 
W r, c W r. (Note, however, that W r, and W r are vector spaces over 
different fields, namely K r' and K r, respectively, which are the residue 
fields of S r' and s t . )  
Now, let us choose F___F 0 such that r = d imKrW r is as small as 
possible. If r = 0, /3 r is injective, and we are done. If r is positive, let 
w~ . . . . .  w r be a Kr-basis for the Kr-vector  space W r c Vr, and let 
v~ . . . . .  v, be a K-basis for V (which after tensoring with K r becomes a 
Kr-basis for V r, as observed above). Then, each w i can be written as 
w i = ai,~v ~ + . . .  +ai . ,v , , ,  where the 0¢ii'S are contained in K r. Let A = 
[ai,j-] denote the r by n matrix whose rows are the vectors w i. By 
performing row operations, we can reduce A to its echelon canonical form 
A e (we can think of the rows of A e as forming a "canonical basis" for Wr).  
Recall that in the set of r by n matrices with entries in a field F, there is 
for each matrix A, a single canonical form under the row equivalence 
relation: A ~ B if there exists P nonsingular such that A = PB. Such 
matrix is called a reduced echelon matrix, and its row satisfy 
(1) Each row of A e comes below a nonzero row. 
(2) If the kth row is nonzero, its leading entry ak.tk is = 1 and 
ai.tk --- 0 for all i ~ k. 
(3) If ai t~ . . . . .  tls.ts are the leading entries of rows 1,2 , . . . ,  s, then 
t~ < t 2 < t 3 . .'. < t s. (See, for example, [BM, p. 139].) 
Now we claim that the entries of A e cannot all be contained in K. If 
they were, this would say that we could find a basis for W r consisting of 
vectors contained in the image of W = V A Ker/3 in R. But this would 
imply that W r = 0, because W = 0, since R is F-rational, contradicting our 
assumption that r was positive. 
Thus we can choose F l c F such that at least one entry of A e is not in 
K r. This is possible since f) r K r  = K.  Again, if dimK,-,Wr, = 0, we are 
done. If not, by the minimality of r, we must have dimKr,Wr~ = r. Let 
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w' I. . . . .  w~ be a Kr'-basis for Wr.  Write each w~ = a'i, lVl + . . .  +a'i. nv., 
with the a'ii ~ K &. We observed that Wrj can be regarded as included in 
W r. Now we claim the vectors w~s also form a Kr-basis for W r. For this it 
suffices to check that they are linearly independent over K r. Assume that 
there is a linear combination of the rows of .4' with coefficients in K r. 
Since K r is purely inseparable over K ri we can choose q large enough 
such that after taking qth powers we obtain a linear combination with 
coefficients in K r' of the rows of [(a'ij)q]. But this matrix has the same 
rank as ,4', this forces the qth powers of the original coefficients to be 
zero, thus they must all be equal to zero. By row operations in K r' we can 
reduce .4 'e to echelon form with all its'entries in K r' but, since .4 and .4' 
are row equivalent over K r, by the uniqueness of the echelon form we 
must have .4 'e =.4  ~. This would say that all the entries of .4 e are 
contained in K r', a contradiction. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
| 
Now we want to go back to the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Proof o f  2.2. By (3) above we can start by choosing F 1 such that for all 
F c_ F~R r is reduced. By 2.1(8) for each F we have a homeomorphism of 
Spec R with Spec Rr; hence we can think of Z r = the set of all primes Q 
in R r for which (Rr )O  is not F-rational, as a subset of X = Spec R. This 
set is closed by Theorem 1.11. By (5) above, given F '  c_ F, there exists a 
faithfully flat, purely inseparable map R r' --* Rr; thus by (6), if Q' and Q 
are ideals of R r' and R r lying over P, QR r cannot be tightly closed in 
Rr; otherwise Q'R r' would also be tightly closed in R r'. This shows 
Z r, c Z r- 
Now we want to show that Z r is empty for all F 's  sufficiently small. 
Suppose to the contrary that Z r is a nonempty set for all F. Let us choose 
F 2 __ F l such that Z G is minimal (this is possible since X has descending 
chain condition on closed sets) and choose Q to be any prime in Z G. By 
(4), we can choose F 3 __ F z such that for all F__ F 3, if P denotes the 
contraction of Q in R, then PR r is prime in R r. By the previous lemma 
we can choose F _c F 3 such that (Rr)pR r is F-rational. This implies that 
Z r is properly contained in Z G, because P is not contained in Z r. This 
contradicts the minimality of Z G. | 
Using this theorem we can generalize Theorem 1.13 to the case where R 
is a finitely generated algebra over a complete local ring. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let R be a reduced ring o f  characteristic p, finitely 
generated as an algebra over a complete local ring (B, m, K ). Assume that c 
is an element o f  R ° such that R c is F-rational. Then there exists an integer 
N > 0 such that c u is a test element for strong parameter ideals in R. 
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Proof. As we already noted we can choose F such that R r is admissi- 
ble, and by the previous theorem we can also get that (Re) r is F-rational. 
Since (Rr)c can be identified with (Rc) r (because if R has the form 
B[u 1 . . . .  , u k] by definition (Rc) r = Br[Ul . . . . .  u n, 1 /c ]  = (Rr)c), Theo- 
rem 1.13 applied to R r gives us a power of c that is a test element for 
parameter ideals in R r. By property (6) above, the same power is a test 
element for R. II 
The following lemma is a key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that (R, m) is an excellent local C-M domain of 
Krull dimension n. Fix a system of parameters X l , . . . ,  xn for R and let I 
denote the ideal generated by these parameters. Let us assume that there 
exists a positive integer N such that for each i, x~ is a test element for 
parameter ideals in R. Let I N denote the ideal generated by x~ . . . . .  x~. I f  
for each module-finite xtension ring S of R the inclusion R c S stays 
injective after tensoring with R / I, then R is F-rational. 
Proof. First we want to show that I N is also contracted from any 
module-finite xtension S. Suppose, on the contrary, that R/ I  N ~ S / INS  
is not injective for some module-finite xtension S. Choose a nonzero 
element u in the socle of R/ I  N and such that u ~ INS. Since R is C-M 
we can write u as u = v x N-l,  where x denotes the product of the 
parameters xl . . . . .  x~ and v is a nonzero element in Soc le(R/ I ) .  
Now, choose Q, a minimal prime in S, which contracts down to the zero 
ideal in R. (This is possible since S is module-finite over R.) By mapping 
further to S/Q we still have u ~ INS / Q, thus we may replace S by S/Q 
and assume that S is a domain. Let us write u as 
u = vx N- '  = x~s, + "'" +xffs, (1) 
for some elements s~ . . . . .  s, in S. Since S is also excellent, there exists 
(see [HH3]) a big Cohen-Macaulay algebra for S, S +, in which x 1 . . . .  , x, 
form a regular sequence. 
If we view Eq. (1) as an equation in S +, the fact that x I . . . . .  x, form a 
regular sequence implies that v = x~t~ + . . .  +xnt ~ for some elements 
t l , . . . ,  tn in S +. By the way S + is constructed, we can actually find a 
module-finite xtension S c T of S in which all the t;s live. But this would 
imply that v ~ IT, with v ~ I a contradiction, since clearly R c T is also 
module-finite. 
Now, since I N is generated by test elements, by [HH2, Theorem 6.6] we 
can choose a module-finite xtension R c S such that I~v c INS A R, 
where I,~ denotes the tight closure of I N. Since INS ¢3 R = I N we con- 
clude that I N is tightly closed. Now, since R is a C-M domain, Theorem 
0.9 implies that R is F-rational. II 
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3. SMOOTH BASE CHANGE AND EXTENSION OF RESULTS TO THE 
CASE OF FINITELY GENERATED ALGEBRAS OVER EXCELLENT 
LOCAL RINGS 
In this section we aim to prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let tr: R -~ S be a smooth homomorphism of locally 
excellent rings of characteristic p. I f  R is F-rational, then S is also F-rational. 
We want to adopt the same terminology as in [HH1], where smooth 
means flat with geometrically regular fibers, i.e., o-: R ~ S is called 
smooth if it is flat and for every prime ideal P of R, the ring S ®R k(P)  is 
geometrically regular over k(P)  = Rp/PRp.  Sometimes the terminology 
"regular" is used instead. (See [Ma, p. 255].) We will prove Theorem 3.1, 
assuming first finite presentation, and then using general N6ron's desingu- 
larization we will be able to extend it to the general case. We start by 
proving the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a locally excellent F-rational ring of charac- 
teristic p. Then any polynomial ring S = R[t I . . . . .  t,,], ocer R, is F-rational. 
Proof. By a trivial induction we can reduce to the case where n = 1, 
i.e., S = R[t]. Since being F-rational is a local property, we can localize S 
at a maximal ideal n and R at its contraction m. If we show that Rm[t] is 
F-rational, then S n being a localization of R,~[t] would also be F-rational. 
Thus changing notation we can reduce to the case where (R, m) is an 
excellent local F-rational ring (hence, a normal C-M domain by Theorem 
0.9 and Proposition 0.10). Since the completion of R at its maximal ideal is 
also F-rational, Theorem 2.2 guarantees the existence of F cofinite in A, 
such that /~r is also F-rational. Since R ~/~r  is faithfully flat, by base 
change, R[t] ~ I~ r ®R R[t] ~- l~r[t] is faithfully flat. Thus in order to 
show that R[t] is F-rational it is sufficient o show that t~r[t] is F-rational. 
Hence we have reduced to the case where R is admissible. 
Now, for each q there is a natural identification 
(R [ t ] ' /q )  -_ nI/o[t,/q]; 
hence, R[t] is also admissible and the module 12Rt,1 = £2 ®R R[t] (where 
£2 denotes a canonical module for R) is identified with a canonical module 
for S2ntt]. 
By Theorem 6.22 in [HH1], we can choose a common test element 
d ~ R for the rings R and R[t]. Let ~a.q: R[t] ~ R[t] ~/q denote the 
R[ t ]-linear inclusion that sends 1 --* d l/q. By Remark 1.10 we can show 
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R[t] is F-rational by showing that 
q2*d,q.. H°m R[,I( R[t ]'/q, aRt,i ) ~ Hom R[,I( R[t l, aR[,l) 
is surjective for some value of q. Since R is F-rational, we can choose q 
such that the map 
~b~,q: HOmR(nl /q,g~) ~ Homn(R,$2 ) 
induced by the R-linear inclusion 42d, q: R ~ R l/q, is surjective. 
Now, we note that there is an identification R l/q ®n R[t] = RI/q[t]. 
The inclusion R1/q[t] ~ R1/q[t I/q] = R[t] l/q is clearly module-finite, 
where R[t] l/q is actually free as an Rl/q[t]-module. Thus, there exists an 
RI/q[t]-linear retraction f:  R[t] 1/q ~ Rl/q[t] which makes the diagram 
q2d.q 
R ®R R[t] , R[t] l/q 
R ®n R[t] h , Rl/q ®R R[t] 
commutative, where h = C~d, q ®R idR[q is the map obtained by tensoring 
dpd, q with the identity map on R[t]. After applying HomRt q ( , S2nl q) to 
each map in the diagram above, and calling the corresponding induced 
maps q~,~.q, f* ,  h*, we see that 
h*:Homn[, l (R ' /q  ® g R[t] , I2 , [q) - - ,  Hom,[, l(R ®n R[t ] ,an[q)  
becomes urjective, since this map can be obtained from b~.q by tensoring 
with ®n R[t]. But h* surjective ~ CI2d, q. is also surjective. | 
Now, to prove the next proposition we want to use the local structure of 
smooth morphisms. For this we need the following fact [HH1, Corollary 
7.22]. 
THEOREM. Let ( R, m, K)  ~ ( S, n, L) be a flat local homomorphism of 
local rings of characteristic p such that the closed fiber S~ mS is regular and 
L~ K is separable. Suppose R is excellent. I f  I is tightly closed in R and 
z 1 . . . .  , z d are generators of the maximal ideal of the fiber S~ mS, then 
IS + (z 1 . . . . .  Zd)S is tightly closed in S. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R ~ T be a smooth morphism of locally excellent 
rings of characteristic p. Assume R is F-rational, and that T is a finitely 
generated R-algebra. Then T is also F-rational. 
Proof. The local structure of smooth morphisms tells us that for every 
prime ideal Q of T, there exists b ~ T -  Q and a ~ R - P, where P 
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denotes the contraction of Q to R, such that S h is 6tale over a polynomial 
ring B in finitely many variables over R a. By the previous proposition, B is 
an F-rational ring. Let /~ denote the contraction of Q in B and K = B, /  
~B u. By base change K ~ (Th/~Tb)  ~ is also ~tale; hence we must have 
that (Tb/ tXTb) . = L l × " .  x L,,, where each L i is a separable xtension 
of K. Localizing further, we see that TQ/~TQ = L, where L is one of the 
fields L i. Applying the theorem above to the local homomorphism 
(Bu, I~B~,, K)  ~ (TQ, Q, L), we obtain that T o is F-rational. Since this is 
true for all maximal ideals of T, we deduce that T must be F-rational. II 
Now we introduce the following result known as general N4ron's desin- 
gularization. (See [Sp, Theorem 1.3, Po, and Og].) 
General Ndron's Desingularization 3.4. Let or: R --, S be a homomor- 
phism of Noetherian rings. Then o- is regular if and only if S is a filtered 
inductive limit of smooth R-algebras of finite type. This is equivalent o 
saying that any commutative diagram 
R~S 
So 
(1) 
where S O is a finitely generated R-algebra, can be extended to a commuta- 
tive diagram 
R ~S 
So ' T 
(2) 
where T is a smooth finitely generated R-algebra. 
Proof of 3.1. Since F-rationality can be tested locally at the maximal 
ideals, it suffices to prove the theorem for those smooth R-algebras having 
finite Krull dimension. We want to use induction on the dimension. Let us 
assume that the theorem is true for all smooth R-algebras with dim S less 
than d and that S is smooth of dimension d. Choose a maximal ideal n of 
S such that dim S, = d. We should show that S, is F-rational. After 
localizing S at this prime and R at its concentration we may assume that 
(R, m, k )~ (S, n, L) is locally smooth. Moreover, since S is excellent, 
S ~ S is smooth. Now, if we show S is F-rational, then by (6) in 2.1 we can 
conclude that S is F-rational. Thus, we may reduce to the complete local 
case. 
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Let z l , . . .  , z a be parameters in S whose images generate the maximal 
ideal of the regular ring S/mS.  Since S is complete, we can choose a 
coefficient field L for S and write S~ mS as L[ [z  I . . . .  , za]]. 
Le t  I = (x~, . . . , x n, z~ . . . . .  z a) be the ideal generated by the image of a 
system of parameters x t . . . . .  x~ in m, and the z's. Note that by Theorem 
0.9(1), and Proposition 0.10, R is a normal C-M domain and R---> S 
smooth implies that S is also a normal C-M domain. If we localize S at 
any element in n we get a ring of lower dimension which is clearly also 
smooth over R. Hence by the inductive hypothesis it must be F-rational. 
Since S is complete, Theorem 2.4 applied to S guarantees the existence of 
a positive integer N such that each generator of I to the Nth power is a 
test element for parameter ideals in S. If we assume to the contrary that S 
is not F-rational, then by Lemma 2.5 we can find a module-finite xtension 
S' of S and an element u ~ S, and not in I, such that u ~ IS' .  Thus, there 
are elements . . . . . .  in S' such that S I , . . . ,  S n, S 1 , . . . ,  S d 
d 
t tt  
U = XiSi at- E ZiSi" (~t~) 
i=1 i=1 
Next, let us define S o as the subalgebra of S generated by R, the element 
u, all the elements z 1 . . . . .  z a, and all the coefficients of all the polynomi- 
als of integral dependence for the elements s~, . . . . . . . . . ,  s n, s l , . ,  s a. Let 
/3: R ~ S O be the same map o- but with S O as its target space, and let p 
denote the inclusion of S O in S. By general N6ron's desingularization, we 
can choose T and or: T ---> S as above. Now, by the commutativity of (2), 
we see that the image of I in T is mapped to the expansion of I to S, and 
so the maximal ideal n contracts to some prime ideal Q in T containing 
I T .  By the previous proposition, since T O is also smooth and T is finitely 
generated as an algebra, T o is F-rational and, hence, it must be a normal 
domain (Theorem 0.9(1)). 
Next, let q be a minimal prime of I T .  We claim Xl . . . .  xn,  z~ . . . .  z a is a 
system of parameters for Tq, or equivalently, that ht(q) = d + n. Clearly 
ht(q) < d + n by Krull's height theorem, so we must show that ht(q) > 
d+n.  
Note first, that q contracts down to m in R; thus, Tq is also smooth. So, 
in particular; it is fiat; hence, dim Tq = dim R + dim T JmTq.  Thus, it 
suffices to show that ht q(T /mT)  > d. Passing to the smooth k-algebra 
C = (To)  ^  / m(To) )^ (where (To)^ denotes the completion of TQ at QTo) ,  
we see that it suffices to show ht(qC) > d. Let K be a coefficient field for 
C. Since S is complete, the map T o ---> S can be extended to a map 
(TQ) ^  --* S, which in turn induces maps a':  C ~ S~ mS -- L [ [z  1 . . . . .  zd]], 
and another map from K = the residue field of C, to L = the residue 
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field of S. Let us view L as a K-algebra via this map, and define 
y = i ~/~ od, 
y: B=L C- ,L [ [z ,  . . . .  
(where ~x denotes the complete tensor product). This map is surjective 
since B is complete and the maximal ideal of B expands to ~, the maximal 
ideal of S/mS.  Let J denote the kernel of y, and q',Q' are the 
expansions of q and Q to B. Since C ---, B is faithfully flat with 0-dimen- 
sional fibers we have ht(qC) = ht(cl'), thus it suffices to show ht(cl') > d. 
Now define 
B =B/ J=L[ [z ,  . . . . .  z . ] ] .  
We see that cl'B = Q'B = the maximal ideal of B; thus Q' = q' + J. Since 
B is regular, by Serre's theorem on the dimension of intersections [Se, 
Chap. 5, p. 18], we have 
ht (Q ' )  = ht (el' + J )  < ht (q ' )  + ht ( J ) ;  
hence, ht(q') > ht(Q') - ht( J)  = dim(B/ J )  = d as claimed. 
t ¢ tt t !  Now, let S O = So[s' 1. . . . .  sn, s l , . . . ,  Sd]. Since S o and TO are both do- 
mains and S o c S~ is module-finite, the map ~ can be extended to a map ~' 
from S~ into the algebraic losure F of the fraction field of TO. Let T' be 
the subalgebra of F generated by To and the images of the elements 
s 1,' .. ., sn; s~, . . . . . . . ,  s d in F. Clearly TQ _c T' is module-finite, and the equa- 
tion 
d 
L(U) ~- Xil'(S~) "[- E Zil'(S:) 
i=1  i=1 
holds in T'; hence du)  ~ IT'. Now, TQ is an excellent domain; hence it is 
catenary and obviously equidimensional. Thus dim TQ/ITQ = ht Q-  
ht(ITQ) = dim TQ - (n + d). This shows that the generators of I are part 
of a system of parameters in TQ. Clearly ~(u) is not contained in ITQ 
(otherwise, using TQ ~ S, we could map further to S and that would put u 
in the expansion of I to S). But this implies TQ that is not F-rational; 
otherwise I would be contracted from its expansion to T'. This contradicts 
Proposition 3.3. I 
Now we are in a position where we can generalize Theorem 1.11. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a reduced ring of characteristic p and finitely 
generated over an excellent local ring (B, m, K). Then, the F-rational locus 
UF(R) is open in the Zariski topology. 
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Proof. We will follow the same lines as in [HH2, Theorem 4.4]. 
In particular we need an analogue of [HH2, Lemma 4.5]. 
LEMMA 3.6. I f  S ~ T is a faithfully flat smooth map of locally excellent 
rings of characteristic p such that UF(T) is open in Spec T, then UF(S) is 
also open in Spec S. 
(The proof of this fact is exactly the same as in [HH2, Lemma 4.5], 
replacing Theorem 7.24 there by Theorem 3.1 above.) 
Proof of 3.5. Since R ---,/3 ®B R is faithfully flat and smooth, by the 
previous lemma we can reduce to the case where B is complete. Let P be 
a prime of R such that Re is F-rational. Since R is excellent Rp must be 
C-M and since the C-M locus is open in R, we can find a Zariski open 
neighborhood of P, say D( f )  = R f, for some f ~ P, such that Rf is C-M. 
Since this ring is again a finitely generated algebra over B, we may as well 
assume that R is C-M. 
By Discussion 2.1, we can choose F 0 such that R r is reduced and 
Q = PR r is prime in R r for all F c F 0. As we saw before, R C-M ~ R r 
is also C-M, and it is clearly the image of a Gorenstein ring; hence, R r is 
admissible. By Lemma 2.3, Rp F-rational ~ (Rr )a  is also F-rational for 
some F c F o. By Theorem 1.12, we can find an open neighborhood V'of 
Q in the Zariski topology consisting of primes Q', where R~, is F-rational. 
Since the map Spec(R r) --* Spec R is a homeomorphism, it is, in particu- 
lar, open. Hence, V' is mapped onto an open neighborhood V of P in R. 
For each prime P' ~ V, P' is the contraction of some Q' in V'. Since 
Rp, ~ (Rr)Q, faithfully flat and (Rr)O, F-rational, we have that Rp, is 
F-rational. Thus V is the required neighborhood of P. II 
Now we can generalize Theorem 2.2 to the case of a finitely generated 
algebra over an excellent local ring. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let R be a reduced ring of characteristic p that is a 
finitely generated algebra over an excellent local ring ( B, m, K). If R is 
F-rational, there exists F o cofinite in A such that for all F c_ Fo, R r is 
F-rational. 
Proof By definition R -~ R r factors as 
R e ®B R) r 
and by Theorems 2.2 and 3.1,/~ ®B R and (/~ ®B R)r are F-rational when 
F 0 is chosen small enough, | 
Using this theorem we can now generalize Theorem 1.12. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let R be a reduced ring of prime characteristic p, and 
finitely generated as an algebra over an excellent local ring. Then R is 
F-rational if and only if R is strongly F-rational. 
Proof We already know strong F-rationality implies F-rationality. As- 
sume that R is F-rational. By the previous lemma we can choose F such 
that R r is F-rational. Since this ring is admissible we can apply Theorem 
1.12 to conclude that it is also strongly F-rational. Fix d ~ R ° and choose 
q0 such that for all q > q0 the Rr-inclusion 
q~F . R F F ~/~ 
d,q" ~R , 
sending 1--* d l/q is quasi-split. We claim that the R-inclusion ~d.q" 
R ~ R ~/q sending 1 ~ d ~/q, is also quasi-split for all q >__ q0. To see this, 
fix I, any ideal of R generated by parameters, and q > qo- Consider the 
commutative diagram 
R1/q / l  , (R f ) l /q / l (Rr ) l /a  
R /  I , R r /  IR r 
where f and f r  denote the maps induced by applying ®n R/ I  to cha, q 
and bd r , respectively, and the map on top is the natural map induced by 
' q  R F R~ I ---, R r / IR  r after taking qth roots. Since R ~ is faithfully flat we 
see that the horizontal maps must be injective. But ckar, q quasi-injective 
says that f r  is injective, and this forces f also to be injective. II 
Using Theorem 3.7 we can generalize Theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let R be a reduced finitely generated algebra over an 
excellent local ring. I f  c is an element of R ° such that R c is F-rational, then 
there is a power of c, c N, which is a test element for strong parameter ideals 
of R. 
Proof Choose F as in Theorem 3.7 in order to make (Rc) r F-rational, 
and conclude the proof exactly the same way as in Theorem 2.4. II 
The following theorem characterizes F-rational rings in a different way. 
This theorem is a word by word translation of [HH2, Theorem 6.7]. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let R be any Noetherian ring. R is called parameter 
pure if every ideal of R generated by parameters i contracted from every 
module-finite xtension algebra; i.e., if R c S is any module-finite xten- 
sion ring, then for every ideal I of R generated by parameters we have 
I S~R-~I .  
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THEOREM 3.11. Let R be a locally excellent ring of characteristic p. Then 
R is F-rational if and only if R is parameter pure (p.p.). 
(This theorem has also been proved by K. Smith; see [Sm].) 
Proof. (~)  Assume that R is F-rational. By (Proposition 5.19 of 
[HH2]) there exists f :  S ~ R an R-linear map such that f(1) = c ~ R °. 
Let R c S be any given module-finite xtension. If R/ I  ~ S / I  were not 
injective, there would exist u ~ R - I such that u ~ IS. Thus, u q ~ I[qlS 
for all q > 0. Applying f we obtain cu q ~ IlqlR, but since R is F-rational, 
we must have u ~ I, a contradiction. 
(=)  Assume that R is parameter pure. First we observe that the 
property of being parameter pure passes to localizations. Let W be a 
multiplicative system in R. If T denotes any module-finite xtension of 
W-~R, then there exists T 0 ~ T, a module-finite extension of R, with 
W-1To = T (Proposition 5.19 of [HH2]). After applying ®R R~ I to R c T o 
we still have an injection which is preserved by localization at W. 
If we assume, on the contrary, that R is not F-rational we can choose a 
minimal prime P of R such that Rp is not F-rational. Replacing R by Rp 
we may assume that (R, m) is local. Now, parameter pure rings are normal 
[Hol]. Thus, we may also assume that R is a normal domain. Using the 
minimality of P and Theorem 3.9, we can find an m-primary ideal 
generated by test elements. Now we want to apply Lemma 2.5. For this we 
need to show first that R is also C-M. But this is precisely the content of 
Theorem 7.1 in [HH3]. I 
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